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Abstract  

Object: To investigate the repeatability of perfusion measures in gliomas using pulsed- and 

pseudo-continuous- arterial spin labelling (PASL, PCASL) techniques, and evaluate different 

regions-of-interest (ROIs) for relative tumour blood flow (rTBF) normalisation.  

Materials and methods: Repeatability of cerebral blood flow (CBF) was measured in the 

Contralateral Normal Appearing Hemisphere (CNAH) and in brain tumours (aTBF). rTBF was 

normalised using both large/small ROIs from the CNAH. Repeatability was evaluated with 

intra-class-correlation-coefficient (ICC), Within-Coefficient-of-Variation (WCoV) and 

Coefficient-of-Repeatability (CR).  

Results: PASL and PCASL demonstrated high reliability (ICC > 0.9) for CNAH-CBF, aTBF 

and rTBF. PCASL demonstrated a more stable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) with a lower WCoV 

of the SNR than that of PASL (10.9%-42.5% vs. 12.3%-29.2%). PASL and PCASL showed 

higher WCoV in aTBF and rTBF than in CNAH CBF in WM and GM but not in the caudate, 

and higher WCoV for rTBF than for aTBF when normalised using a small ROI (PASL 8.1% 

vs. 4.7%, PCASL 10.9% vs. 7.9%, respectively). The lowest CR was observed for rTBF 

normalised with a large ROI. 

Discussion: PASL and PCASL showed similar repeatability for the assessment of perfusion 

parameters in patients with primary brain tumours as previous studies based on volunteers. Both 

methods displayed reasonable WCoV in the tumour area and CNAH. PCASL’s more stable 

SNR in small areas (caudate) is likely to be due to the longer post-labelling delays.  
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1 Introduction 

Cerebral blood flow (CBF) quantification using arterial spin labelling (ASL) has been 

suggested to provide an imaging biomarker that can be used in both glioma grading 

[1,2] and for evaluation of tumour progressions following radiotherapy [3–5]. However, 

fundamental differences between ASL implementations (e.g. different acquisition 

sequences and spin labelling approaches) are known to affect the sensitivity of CBF 

estimation due to variation in measurement precision. Other potential sources of errors 

can also include scanner instability and short-term physiological fluctuations in tumour 

perfusion. Repeatability and reproducibility analysis are useful tools to validate the 

precision of the quantitative measurements in clinical trials and enable exploitation of 

their benefits and integration into clinical practice [6]. 

A previous study investigating the reproducibility of quantitative STAR labelling of 

arterial region (QUASAR) [7] reported within-subject standard deviations (WS-SD) due 

to scanner instability of 3.1 ml/100g/min, increasing to 4.3 ml/100g/min after 

repositioning, and to 5.3 ml/100g/min including long term physiological variations over 

separate measurements. The scanner instability was thus considered as the main 

cause of quantification error, since each further increase in WS-SD is smaller than the 

initial value. This result was confirmed by another study that compared the test-retest 

reproducibility of pulsed-ASL (PASL), continuous-ASL (CASL) and pseudo-

continuous-ASL (pCASL) approaches [8]. However, one of the main issues which limits 

generalizability of these studies is that they have only reported ASL reproducibility in 

healthy volunteers [7,8]. A recent study which evaluated the intra-session reliability of 

PCASL in 6 patients with glioblastoma (GBM), showed high reliability in both the 
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normal-appearing grey matter (NAGM) (ICC>0.90, WCoV 3.40%-7.12%) and tumour 

(ICC 0.98; WCoV 4.91%) [9]. 

ASL measurements in brain tumours studies are usually expressed as absolute tumour 

blood flow (aTBF) or relative (or normalised) tumour blood flow (rTBF). rTBF has been 

shown to be more reliable than aTBF when distinguishing between high- from low-

grade gliomas (HGGs and LGGs, respectively) [1,10,11]. Using a large ROI as the 

reference region for normalization provides excellent reliability, but can introduce 

inaccuracies due to the variability of the bolus arrival time (BAT) throughout the ROI 

[12]. Thus, the choice of tissue type to act as an internal reference and the size of the 

ROI used for this purpose is likely to add bias and affect the variability and repeatability 

of rTBF.   

Our study aims to assess the repeatability of both pulsed ASL (PASL) and pseudo-

continuous ASL (PCASL) with 3D GRASE and to decide which internal reference, both 

in terms of the ROI size and region of placement, is better for normalising the rTBF. 

2 Methods 

2.1 Patients 

Forty adult glioma patients (WHO histological glioma grades II-IV; aged 4314 years) 

were recruited in this study. All participants provided signed informed consent, and the 

study was approved by the local institutional research board and the ethics committee. 

Sixteen subjects were scanned using PASL (9 HGGs (grade III/IV), 7 LGGs (grade II)); 

this data was retrospectively re-analysed from a previous study comparing perfusion 

measurements derived from ASL, dynamic susceptibility contrast (DSC) and dynamic 

contrast-enhanced (DCE) in clinical neuro-oncology [13]. An additional 24 subjects 
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were prospectively identified and scanned using PCASL (9 HGGs (grade III/IV), 15 

LGGs (grade II)). Both groups of patients were scanned on clinical 3T MR scanners 

(Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany). 

2.2 ASL acquisitions 

PASL data were acquired with a flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery (FAIR) 

ASL labelling approach using a segmented 3D GRAdient- and Spin-Echo (GRASE) 

readout (8 shots; for other sequence parameters, see Table 1). For the calculation of 

CBF maps in absolute biological units (ml/100 g/min), images were acquired using the 

same acquisition scheme without background suppression and with three saturation 

recovery times (1s, 2s, and 4s). M0 and T1 were estimated by fitting these saturation 

recovery images using NiftyFit, an open-source software developed by the Centre for 

Medical Image Computing at University College London [14]. 

PCASL data was similarly acquired using a segmented GRASE readout, except with 

four shots (Table 1). For CBF quantification, a proton density (PD) image was acquired 

as the first volume of the series, with the same imaging readout but without labelling 

or background suppression. 
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Table 1 Imaging parameters of the investigated 3D ASL protocols 

 PASL (Siemens product) PCASL (Siemens WIP) 

Scanner Siemens 3T Skyra Siemens 3T Prisma 

Number of segments 8 4 

TR/TE (ms) 3500/12 4600/13.28 

Bolus duration (ms) 1000 (estimated)* 1800 

Post-labelling delay time (PLD/TI) (ms) 1800 1800 

FOV (mm) 240 × 240 220 x 220 

Matrix size 64 × 52 64 x 60 

Voxel size (mm3) 3.75 × 4.63 × 5.25 3.44 x 3.67 x 4 

Slice thickness (mm) 5.25  4  

Slices per slab  20 28 

Acquisition Time 3min 52s 5min 15s 

Refocusing flip angle (°) 130 130 

Turbo / EPI factors 15/13 28/15 

Background suppression scheme (BS) 

2 Inversion pulses with timings 
calculated to null static tissue 
magnetization with T1=700ms and 
1400ms 100ms before acquisition  

same as for PASL 

Number of repeats/averages 4  8  

Echo spacing 0.54 ms 0.51 ms 

* Note that due to a technical issue, the bolus duration was estimated for the PASL datasets. 

2.3 CBF map calculation 

After applying motion correction to the raw data using MCFLIRT [15] (from FMRIB 

Software Library (FSL)), ASL difference images (control – label) (ΔASL) were 

calculated. This resulted in four ΔASL for PASL, and six ΔASL for PCASL, because 

the first two measurements were removed from all PCASL data sets due to the 

presence of CSF artefacts. CBF maps are typically calculated by averaging over 

several repeats to increase SNR. Here, rather than measuring the repeatability 

between the CBF maps calculated from each measurement (single ΔASL), CBF maps 
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were generated by averaging different combinations of single ΔASL measurements 

(Figure 1), to establish a number of measurements for each patient (known as moving 

block bootstrapping [16]). Repeated measurements from the same subject present as 

a finite time series of correlated data. Typical bootstrapping resamples measurements 

assuming they are independent and random, however, this assumption is violated in 

our study. Instead, moving block bootstrapping [16] overcome this problem as it 

resamples the observations as blocks instead of individual observation. This creates 

replicated samples and increase the accuracy of sampling distribution estimate without 

altering the dataset.  

Consequentially, each combination (or block) involved half of the acquired ΔASL 

measurements. The 4 ΔASL PASL images thus produced six combinations and the 6 

ΔASL PCASL images produced 20 combinations. Each of these generated 

combinations was then averaged, and CBF maps were calculated using the simplified 

general kinetic model proposed in the ISMRM (International Society for Magnetic 

Resonance in Medicine) Perfusion Study Group consensus paper[17] (eq.1 and 2): 

For FAIR-PASL: 

 

 
CBF =  

6000.λ.(ΔASL).e
TI

T1a

2 .α .TI1 .M0 
 [ml/100 g/min] Equation 1 

For PCASL: 

 

 
CBF =  

6000 .λ .(ΔASL).e
PLD
T1a

2 .α .T1𝑎 .𝑃𝐷 .(1− e 
−𝛕

T1𝑎)
  [ml/100 g/min] Equation 2 
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Each equation contained assumed constant values, measured values for each subject, 

and fixed timing parameters for each acquisition. The constant values were a factor of 

6000, used to convert the CBF unit of ml/g/s to ml/100 g/min; λ, the water blood/brain 

partition coefficient, defined to be 0.9 ml/g; α, the labelling efficiency, dependent on the 

labelling approach used (in this case, for PCASL = 0.85 and for PASL = 0.98); and 

T1a, the blood relaxation time, which was approximately equal to 1650ms at 3T [17]. 

Please note that in this study, the reduction in labelling efficiency due to the use of BS 

pulses was not considered, as it was kept constant for each method throughout the 

project and as such, would not affect any calculated coefficient of variation. The 

measured PD (PCASL) or fitted M0 (PASL) value was used as a scaling image for the 

ΔASL image, enabling the absolute quantification of CBF. The fixed duration values 

were the labelling bolus duration (LD) (τ/TI1 for PCASL/PASL, respectively), and the 

post labelling delay (PLD)/inflow time (TI) for PCASL/PASL, respectively. 

The PD for PCASL was multiplied by an appropriate scaling factor, as recommended 

by Alsop et al. [17] (eq.3) since it was acquired with TR less than 5s. 

 

 
SI_𝑀0 = SI_𝑎𝑐𝑞 .

1

(1 − 𝑒
(

−𝑇𝑅
𝑇1,𝑡𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑒

)
)

 Equation 3 

The TR was 4.6s and the T1 of the grey matter (~1.3s) [18], resulting in a multiplying 

factor of 1.03. 
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2.4 Image analysis 

All MR images were converted to NIfTI format using MRIconvert, (version 2.0.x, 

https://lcni.uoregon.edu/downloads/mriconvert/mriconvert-and-mcverter). 

Conventional MR images (T1-weighted (T1-W), post-contrast T1-weighted (T1-C), T2-

weighted (T2-W) and Fluid-attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR)) were used as 

anatomical templates. ITK-SNAP[19] (version 3.6.0; www.itksnap.org) was used to 

segment the whole tumour volume manually on the T2-weighted images for PASL and 

the FLAIR images for PCASL, according to availability. 3D high resolution anatomical 

Fig 1 The permutation matrices illustrate all the possible combinations without 
repetition of k-element subsets (half of the repeated measurements) from a set 
of an element (repeated measurements, single ΔASL). The PASL has 2-
elements subsets of a 4-elements set while the PCASL have 3-elements 
subsets of a 6-elements set. Thus, PASL dataset produces 6 combinations and 
the PCASL one 20 combinations of CBF maps.    

https://lcni.uoregon.edu/downloads/mriconvert/mriconvert-and-mcverter
http://www.itksnap.org/
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T1-W MPRAGE images were used for automatic segmentation of the grey matter (GM) 

and white matter (WM) volumes in the contralateral normal-appearing hemisphere 

(CNAH) with the FAST tool from the FSL library [20]. Subsequently, these CNAH GM 

and WM volumes were used as "large ROIs" for rTBF normalisation. The caudate 

nucleus (caud) in the CNAH was segmented automatically from the MPRAGE using 

the FIRST tool from the FSL library [20], and was utilised as an example of "small ROI" 

for rTBF normalisation. Care was taken to avoid the tumour if it crossed the midline to 

the contralateral hemisphere. In short, the overlapping area between the CNAH binary 

mask and the tumour binary mask was subtracted from the CNAH binary mask, to 

generate a tumour free binarized CNAH mask. Rigid followed by affine registration in 

NiftyReg [21] was used to resample all segmented ROIs to the M0/PD images for 

PASL/PCASL, respectively. This is because M0/PD images have the same resolution 

as the CBF maps and possess similar anatomical features to structural images, thus 

facilitating co-registration (see Figure 2).  

 

 

Fig 2 Automatically segmented ROIs in the contralateral healthy hemisphere 

in a patient with right frontal glioma, which was manually segmented. Green, 

caudate; red, GM; blue, WM; yellow, tumour. 
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Values were extracted from the maps as follows: i) tumour: mean aTBF and 95th-

percentile (aTBF-95per); ii) CNAH: mean CBF in WM, GM, and caudate (CBF-WM, 

CBF-GM, and CBF-caud, respectively). The normalised tumour values relative to WM, 

GM, and caud (rTBF-WM, rTBF-GM and rTBF-caud, respectively) and their 95th-

percentiles (rTBF-WM-95-per, rTBF-GM-95-per and rTBF-caud-95-per, respectively) 

were calculated. Note that the 95 percentile value of perfusion within the tumour is an 

important biomarker that has been shown to be relevant for diagnosis purposes in 

primary gliomas [1]. SNR was calculated for the ΔASL images and the calculated CBF 

maps in the CNAH ROIs according to the NEMA methodology [22] (eq.4): 

 

 
𝑆𝑁𝑅 = √2

mean (ROI from (image1))

𝑆𝐷 (ROI from (image1 − image2))
 Equation 4 

With image1 and image2 representing either two consecutive ΔASL images or 

calculated CBF maps, respectively. The SNR was only calculated in the CNAH ROIs 

in order to avoid any variation which might result from abnormal tumour angiogenesis. 

Thus, the SNR from the ΔASL in WM, GM and caud were CBF_WM_SNR, 

CBF_GM_SNR and CBF_caud_SNR while from CBF maps were ΔASL_WM_SNR  

ΔASL_GM_SNR, and ΔASL_caud_SNR, respectively. 

2.5 Statistical analysis 

As this study sought to determine the extent to which the PASL and PCASL can be 

considered repeatable in terms of measuring aTBF/rTBF in tumour and CBF in the 

CNAH, repeatability was assessed separately for each ASL method. Test-retest 

repeatability was assessed based on the repeatability indices according to QIBA 
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(Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers Alliance1), namely the intra-class correlation 

coefficient (ICC), the within-coefficient-of-variation (WCoV in %) and the Coefficient of 

Repeatability (CR).  

The ICC (two-way mixed effect, absolute agreement) was calculated for each of the 

extracted values from the CBF maps, grouped within each patient. This ICC model 

was selected as repeated measurements cannot be assumed to be a random 

sample[23], and repeated measurements are meaningless without the presence of 

agreement. The ICC helps to determine the ratio of the true variance to the observed 

variance. ICC values should be interpreted as follows: <0.5 shows "poor reliability, 0.5 

to 0.75 shows moderate reliability, 0.75 to 0.9 demonstrates good reliability, and >0.9 

offers excellent reliability. 

The within-subject coefficient of variation (WCoV in [%]) is another repeatability index 

that represents the within-patient variation and is given in (eq.5): 

 

𝑊𝐶𝑜𝑉 [%] = (
𝑊𝑆-𝑆𝐷

𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠
) ∙ 100 Equation 5 

Where WS-SD is the within-subject standard deviation. WCoV reflects the variability 

within the data due to random error. Less variability implies higher reliability. The 

WCoV was calculated among the repeated measurements for each patient, as the 

within-subject variation is not expected to be uniform among tumour patients. Applying 

the root mean square approach [24], the WCoVs were squared for each patient to find 

 

1 http://qibawiki.rsna.org/images/8/8c/FMRITechnicalPerformanceIndices041613.pdf, accessed on June 2018. 

http://qibawiki.rsna.org/images/8/8c/FMRITechnicalPerformanceIndices041613.pdf
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the overall mean and 95% CI, after which the square roots of the mean and the 95% 

CI were calculated.  

A further repeatability index is the Coefficient of Repeatability (CR), also known as the 

smallest real difference (SRD) [25,26]; it allows quantification of the variation (error) in 

the same unit as the measured value (ml/100 g/min in this case) with 95% probability. 

Lower CR corresponds to a more sensitive/responsive measurement. Changes less 

than the CR are not detectable and deemed to be due to measurement variation, 

meaning that the method is insensitive to changes smaller than the CR.  

To estimate the CR, first, the within-subject standard deviation (WS-SD) was 

calculated among the repeated measurements for each patient, as it is not expected 

to be uniform among tumour patients. The same procedure was used as for the WCoV 

and the CR was calculated according to (eq.6): 

 

 𝐶𝑅 = 1.96 √2(𝑊𝑆-𝑆𝐷)2 Equation 6 

For both PASL and PCASL acquisitions, all extracted values from both PASL and 

PCASL were normally distributed according to Shapiro’s test of normality (p > 0.5), the 

(WCoV)2 of each tumour perfusion value was compared between normal CBF and 

aTBF, between normal CBF and rTBF, and between aTBF and rTBF using paired t-

tests. Also, the (WCoV)2 of each tumour perfusion value was compared between 

HGGs and LGGs using heteroschedastic t-tests, as the variance could not be 

estimated to be equal a priori.  
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On the other hand, as different acquisition methods resulting in potential bias in the 

perfusion distributions were used in PASL and PCASL groups, the normality 

assumption could not be guaranteed, and the (WCoV)2 of aTBF, rTBF, normal CBF 

and SNR were thus compared between both acquisitions using Mann-Whitney U tests. 

The IBM SPSS version 24 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL) statistical package was used for 

the statistical analysis. 

3 Results 

3.1 Intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) 

Generally, all perfusion metrics obtained from both PASL and PCASL demonstrated 

high reliability (ICC > 0.9) as illustrated in Table 2. Nevertheless, the between-patient 

SD of the extracted values was lower for PCASL than for PASL (Table 2). The tumour 

perfusion values using PASL demonstrated higher between-patients SD. 

3.2 aTBF/rTBF versus normal CBF 

Generally among the acquired maps from PASL and PCASL, the estimated WCoV of 

the aTBF_95per, rTBF and rTBF-95per (normalised to caudate) were significantly 

higher than the CBF WCoV in WM and GM. The estimated WCoV of the aTBF, rTBF 

and rTBF-95per (normalised to WM or GM) were not significantly different from the 

WCoV of CBF in GM and WM, whereas the WCoV of the aTBF and rTBF (normalised 

to WM or GM) were both significantly lower than the estimated WCoV of CBF in the 

caudate (Table 1 in the supplementary material). 

3.3 aTBF versus rTBF  

From both PASL and PCASL datasets, the WCoV of rTBF and rTBF_95per that were 

normalised to a "small ROI" were significantly higher than the WCoV of aTBF (Tables 
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2 and Figure 3, and Table 1 in the supplementary material) whereas no significant 

increase in the WCoV of aTBF was found as compared to rTBF and rTBF_95per when 

the latter was normalised to "large ROI".  Normalisation of the tumour perfusion metrics 

to the whole WM or GM of the CNAH showed its ability to filter out some of the signal 

variations, while using the "small ROI" raised the signal variation level, where the 

lowest observed CR values were coming from the rTBF normalised to large ROIs. All 

the estimated CR of the measured values are illustrated in Table 2 and Figure 4. 

3.4 HGGs versus LGGs 

Among all the acquired maps from PASL and PCASL, there were no significant 

differences (p > 0.05) between the HGGs and LGGs regarding the estimated WCoV of 

the tumour perfusion values (aTBF and rTBF). 

3.5 PASL versus PCASL  

In the PASL CBF maps, macrovascular artefacts were observed, coming from 

accumulation of labelled spins in large vessels; Figure 5 shows examples of CBF maps 

for both PASL and PCASL. With the imaging parameters used within this study, the 

mean CBF and SNR values from PCASL were lower than those from PASL (Table 2, 

Figure 6). Furthermore, as expected, the SNR showed significant negative correlation 

with the WCoV (WM, r = -0.632, p < 0.001; GM, r = -0.602, p < 0.001; caudate, r = -

0.463, p = 0.003). The WCoV of the perfusion metrics were significantly higher (p < 

0.05) for PCASL than PASL (Table 2 in the supplementary material). In contrast, the 

WCoV of the SNR was significantly lower for PCASL than PASL in the caudate, and 

showed the same trend, though non-significant in the WM and the GM.  
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a.

b. 

Fig 3 %WCoV from PASL 
and PCASL of (a) the 
absolute perfusion 
measurements, (b) the 
relative perfusion 
measurements and (c) the 
SNR from the CNAH.  

c. 
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  a.

b.

Fig 4 Quantified CR from 
PASL and PCASL of (a) the 
absolute perfusion 
measurements in 
[ml/100g/min], (b) the 
relative perfusion 
measurements and (c) the 
SNR from the CNAH. 

 

c.
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Fig 5 An example illustrating the relationship between the WCoV and the ASL-SNR specifically in the CNAH 
(indicated by arrows). (a.) PCASL CBF-map from for 56-year-old glioma patient, the tumour is located in the left 
hemisphere while the right hemisphere is the CNAH (arrow). The WCoV values were WM= 7.2%; GM= 5.1%; 
caudate= 16.9%; the high WCoV values from the CNAH presented with low perfusion SNR. (b.) PCASL CBF-map 
from a 33-year-old glioma patient, the tumour was located at the right hemisphere whereas the left hemisphere is 
the CNAH (arrow). The WCoV values are WM= 3%; GM= 1.3%; caudate= 9.2%; the low WCoV from the CNAH 
correlated with high perfusion SNR. (c.) PASL CBF-map in a 55-year-old glioma patient, the tumour was located 
in the left hemisphere while the right hemisphere is the CNAH (arrow). The WCoV values are WM= 3.9%; GM= 
4.9%; caudate= 10.12%; even though the CNAH showed small WCoV that is due to the high SNR, this is an artificial 
increase in SNR mostly due to accumulated labelled spins inside the macrovasculature. Note that the images are 
shown in grayscale to enable visual differentiation between true perfusion (as in a. and b.) and macro-vascular 
artefact (as in c.). 
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a.

b.

Fig 6 Mean values from 
the PASL and PCASL of 
(a) the absolute perfusion 
measurements in 
[ml/100g/min], (b) the 
relative perfusion 
measurements and (c) 
the SNR from the CNAH.  

 

c.
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Table 2 between patients mean, SD and 95%CI; within patients ICC, WCoV and CR estimates in the extracted measurements from the CBF maps 

 PASL PCASL 

  
Mean ± SD (95%CI) 

ICC (95%CI) WCoV (95%CI) CR (95%CI)  
Mean±SD (95%CI)  ICC 

(95%CI) 
WCoV 
(95%CI) 

CR (95%CI)  

aTBF 
24.04 ± 9.98 (18.7, 
29.4) [ml/100g/min] 

0.998 (0.995, 
0.999) 4.7 (2.2, 6.3) 

3.3 (1.92, 5.017) 
[ml/100g/min] 

19.9 ± 6.56 (16.9, 
22.8) [ml/100g/min] 

0.996 
(0.994, 
0.998) 

7.9 (6.2 to 
9.4) 

5.1 (3.2, 6.5) 
[ml/100g/min] 

aTBF_95per 
59.8 ± 26.97 (45.4, 
74.1) [ml/100g/min] 

0.999 (0.997, 
0.999) 4.3 (2.6, 5.5) 

6.9 (3.166, 9.16) 
[ml/100g/min] 

37.4 ± 10.49 (32.9, 
41.8) [ml/100g/min] 

0.996 
(0.994, 
0.998) 

6.8 (4.7 to 
8.4) 

7.8 (3.9, 10.3) 
[ml/100g/min] 

CBF_wm 
26.7 ± 5.62 (23.7, 

29.7) [ml/100g/min] 

0.998 (0.995, 
0.999) 2.5 (2, 2.9) 

1.8 (1.303, 2.24) 

[ml/100g/min] 

21.3 ± 3.34 (19.9, 

22.8) [ml/100g/min] 

0.992 
(0.987, 

0.996) 

5.8 (4.6 to 

6.9) 

3.7 (2.4, 4.6) 

[ml/100g/min] 

CBF_gm 
37.4 ± 7.89 (33.2, 
41.6) [ml/100g/min] 

0.997 (0.995, 

0.999) 2.7 (1.7, 3.5) 
2.7 (1.64, 3.472) 
[ml/100g/min] 

27.8 ± 4.49 (25.9, 
29.7) [ml/100g/min] 

0.997 
(0.996, 
0.999) 

3.8 (3.2 to 
4.3) 

2.8 (2.4, 3.2) 
[ml/100g/min] 

CBF_caud 
22.1 ± 9.92 (16.8, 
27.4) [ml/100g/min] 

0.996 (0.992, 
0.998) 8.4 (4.1, 11.2) 

4.2 (2.057, 5.605) 
[ml/100g/min] 

22.8 ± 4.43 (20.9, 
24.7) [ml/100g/min] 

0.980 
(0.966, 
0.990) 

11.3 (8.8 to 
13.4) 

7.8 (5.2, 9.8) 
[ml/100g/min] 

rTBF_wm 
0.89 ± 0.29 (0.73, 
1.04) 

0.998 (0.996, 
0.999) 3.86 (1.9, 5.1) 

0.092 (0.040, 
0.124) 

0.92 ± 0.26 (0.81, 
1.03) 

0.996 
(0.993, 
0.998) 

7.5 (6.3 to 
8.7) 

0.205 (0.144, 
0.252) 

rTBF_gm 
0.63 ± 0.18 (0.53, 

0.72) 

0.997 (0.993, 
0.999) 3.98 (1.7, 5.3) 

0.07 (0.023, 

0.096) 

0.71 ± 0.22 (0.62, 

0.81) 

0.997 
(0.995, 

0.998) 

7.1 (5.7 to 

8.3) 

0.156 (0.1025, 

0.195) 
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rTBF_caud 
1.19 ± 0.47 (0.94, 
1.4) 

0.993 (0.986, 
0.997) 8.1 (4, 10.7) 

0.27 (0.128, 
0.366) 

0.87 ± 0.23 (0.77, 
0.97) 

0.990 
(0.983, 
0.995) 

10.9 (9.2 to 
12.3) 

0.281 (0.218, 
0.333) 

rTBF_wm_95per 2.24 ± 0.94 (1.7, 2.7) 
0.998 (0.997, 
0.999) 3.4 (2.3, 4.3) 0.24 (0.055, 0.36) 

1.74 ± 0.32 (1.61, 

1.88) 

0.992 
(0.986, 

0.996) 

7.06 (5.58 

to 8.3) 

0.361 (0.248, 

0.445) 

rTBF_gm_95per 1.59 ± 0.60 (1.3, 1.9) 

0.998 (0.997, 

0.999) 3.3 (2.17, 4.15) 
0.17 (0.0175, 
0.24) 

1.35 ± 0.29 (1.22, 
1.47) 

0.995 
(0.992, 
0.998) 

6.19 (4.47 
to 7.5) 

0.249 (0.142, 
0.322) 

rTBF_caud_95per 3.08 ± 1.67 (2.2, 3.9) 
0.995 (0.991, 
0.998) 8.7 (3.9, 11.7) 

0.77 (0.347, 
1.045) 

1.65 ± 0.29 (1.52, 
1.77) 

0.979 
(0.964, 
0.989) 

10.5 (8.7 to 
11.9) 

0.51 (0.38, 0.611) 

CBF_wm_SNR 8.9 ± 3.94 (6.8, 10.9) 
0.968 (0.936, 
0.987) 

14.8 (11.7, 
17.4) 

4.4 (1.69, 5.97) 
4.36 ± 1.36 (3.79, 
4.9) 

0.985 
(0.975, 
0.993) 

14.9 (12.2 
to 17.2) 

1.65 (1.43, 1.84) 

CBF_gm_SNR 9.4 ± 4.98 (6.7, 12) 
0.978 (0.965, 
0.991) 

17.1 (11.8, 

21.01) 
4.7 (3.036, 5.91) 

5.32 ± 1.70 (4.6, 

6.04) 

0.989 
(0.982, 

0.995) 

13.41 
(11.29 to 

15.24) 
1.84 (1.63, 2.028) 

CBF_caud_SNR 
10.6 ± 8.08 (6.2, 

14.9) 

0.955 (0.909, 

0.982) 
33. 3 (25.4, 

39.6) 

11.1 (6.481, 

14.28) 

5.2 ± 2.47 (4.15, 

6.24) 

0.954 
(0.923, 
0.977) 

24.7 
(19.291 to 
29.15) 

3.3 (2.33, 4.097) 

ΔASL_wm _SNR 
10.6 ± 4.09 (8.4, 
12.7) 

0.969 (0.938, 
0.988) 

14.8 (10.9, 
17.8) 

4.6 (2.619, 6.031) 4.4 ± 1,44 (3.8, 4.99) 
0.983 
(0.972, 
0.992) 

15.7 (12.27 
to 18.54) 

1.8 (1.43, 2.055) 

ΔASL_gm_SNR 
13.4 ± 5.22 (10.6, 
16.2) 

0.971 (0.941, 
0.988) 

16. 1 (11.5, 
19.5) 

5.6 (4.2, 6.69) 5.3 ± 1.59 (4.6, 5.98) 
0.986 
(0.976, 
0.993) 

13.6 (11.6 
to 15.4) 

1.9 (1.67, 2.183) 

ΔASL_caud_SNR 9.9 ± 7.61 (5.9, 14) 
0.956 (0.910, 
0.982) 

34.1 (22.7, 
42.5) 

10.5 (5.6, 13.74) 
4.9 ± 2.47 (3.88, 
5.96) 

0.957 
(0.928, 

0.978) 

24.6 (18.8 
to 29.2) 

3.2 (2.187, 4.025) 
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3.6 Discussion 

In this study, PASL and PCASL repeatability in gliomas was evaluated using three 

indices, namely ICC, WCoV and CR. As both patient groups were not the same across 

the ASL labelling approaches, the evaluation was undertaken separately. Our findings 

demonstrated here that aTBF WCoV was not different than rTBF WCoV when a large 

ROI was used as an internal reference. This suggest that when normalizing TBF 

values, a large ROI is better than a small one to avoid artefactual increased in noise. 

In addition, the CR (or SRD) was lowest for the rTBF when normalised to the large 

ROIs, where a small CR indicates high sensitivity to changes [26]. In a recent study by 

Zhou et al. the measured WCoV was lower for large ROIs than for small ROIs, for 

example WCoV from temporal lobe was 4.95% while from the putamen was 7.12%. 

This is supported by the inverse relationship between the within-subject variation and 

the ROI size seen in ASL and reported in several studies [27,28]. Previous studies 

reported the high diagnostic accuracy for glioma grading using rTBF, and also the role 

of the rTBF in the improvement of the detection of small differences of perfusion in the 

case of moderate SNR [1,29]. The lack of difference in WCoV in this study between 

both indices might be due to the relatively artificial way of estimating repeatability 

indices, based on split measurements. Generally however, in clinical studies where an 

internal reference is chosen, it is important to select it carefully, preferably a large ROI 

based on GM within the CNAH. These results are highly significant in demonstrating 

the value of ASL as an important tool for both prediction of the grade of the tumour 

[1,2], as well as its role in the follow-up of patients post treatment, for which pseudo-

progression, real progression and radiotherapy-induced necrosis are sometimes 

difficult to differentiate [5]. 
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The reliability for both PASL and PCASL was excellent (ICC>0.9) in concordance with  

previous studies, where it ranged from good to excellent [8,9,30]. We believe that the 

high-reliability in our measurements was due to the short period between the repeated 

measurements, as previous ASL reliability studies showed the adverse effect of long 

time interval among the scan sessions [8,30]. As such, one of the potential 

shortcomings of this study relates to the fact that it is really a simple repeatability study 

and not a reproducibility one, in which times between scans are usually much larger. 

The slight superiority of PASL over PCASL in reliability in this study is primarily due to 

the difference in acquisition parameters. In particular, the voxel size between both 

methods was ~1.7 times larger for our PASL implementation than for the PCASL one. 

In addition, presence within the PASL data of a slightly higher between patient SD 

might also contribute to the ICC increases, as is generally the case when between 

patient SD is greater than the within patient SD [31]. 

The WCoV of CBF in CNAH was found to be comparable with previous studies [7,8,27]. 

Higher WCoV in the perfusion metrics (both for normal CBF and tumour) was observed 

in PCASL compared to PASL. Probable reasons are the same as before, including 

intrinsic differences in the two patient groups, the acquisition parameters, and in 

particular the voxel size. Besides, the difference in labelling efficiency between both 

sequences, with PASL having a generally slightly higher efficiency than PCASL, might 

have also possibly contributed [32]. 

The higher WCoV of PCASL-based estimation of CBF does not necessarily mean the 

superiority of PASL over PCASL, as both labelling methods employed were applied to 

different patient groups. The quantified means from the CNAH (CBF-WM, CBF-GM 
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and CBF-caud) were higher in PASL than in PCASL. In addition, PCASL has been 

reported to display higher SNR and reproducibility than PASL when applied to the 

same patient group [8]. Furthermore, in our study, the WCoV of the SNR was lower for 

PCASL for small regions, and showed a trend towards reduced WCoV in the rest of 

the brain, which indicates a potential higher stability in comparison to PASL. 

It is worth noting that there is an inverse relationship between the amplitude of the ASL 

signal and its variation (WCoV) across time [8]. As a matter of fact, even an artefactual 

increase in the SNR from the accumulated labelling spins in the macro-vessels will 

reduce the WCoV, if it can be measured reproducibly. Therefore, the decrease in the 

WCoV of the PASL perfusion metrics might be a consequence of the higher ASL signal 

due to labelled spins that have not yet reached the microcirculation. This phenomenon 

is also known as a macro-vascular artefact or Arterial Transit Artefact (ATA) (see 

Figure 5) and is mainly due to the delayed arrival of the labelled blood to the tissue.  

This underscores the significant role of the PLD selection and its impact on the 

robustness of the CBF quantification. This is most critical in tumours with abnormal 

transit times due to the newly formed tortuous vessels. A recent ASL study suggested 

using phase-contrast MRI to determine the blood velocity profile and inform the 

selection of the PLD [33]; this might help to ensure complete delivery of the labelled 

bolus into the tissue of interest, however at the cost of scan time, and thus might not 

be practically implementable in the clinics. Another possible solution for addressing the 

issues of ATA is the use of more advanced ASL methods, such as multi-delay ASL 

[34].  
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The main limitation of our study is its small sample size of the repeated measurements, 

which has been addressed using moving block bootstrapping [16]. In this study, we 

focused on comparing the short-term repeatability of the different ASL acquisition 

techniques, and did not address within-subject variation due to patient repositioning 

and physiological tissue perfusion perturbations and changes, which is of particular 

importance for longitudinal tumour studies. However, based on the findings of the large 

QUASAR study [7], an estimate of these additional effects could be established as a 

guiding rule regarding sample size calculation for future clinical trials. Most importantly 

however, was the recognition that repeatability was not lower in primary brain tumour 

patients than in healthy volunteers, as assessed in previous studies. This is particularly 

remarkable due to the use of split acquisition in blocks, resulting in a generally lower 

average scan time than used clinically. 

3.7 Conclusion 

 This repeatability study highlights the excellent reliability of both PASL and 

PCASL for neuro-oncological studies, in line with previous volunteer studies. However, 

aTBF/rTBF estimates tend to maintain high within-subject variability that may obscure 

the detection of between-subject variation with small changes in tumour perfusion. 

When estimating rTBF, large ROIs need to be used to filter out systemic misleading 

within-subject variation and thus provide more robust perfusion measurements. 

Finally, in this study, no large difference between repeatabilities were observed 

between PASL and PCASL, which might have been attributed primarily to the 

difference in acquisition parameters, and both methods can therefore be 

recommended to assess brain perfusion, with the caveat that PCASL allows for longer 
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PLD than PASL, which therefore minimises the macro-vascular artefacts, and provide 

better estimates of patient perfusion. 
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